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All-new Dodge Hornet Delivers Class-leading Standard Technology, Premium Audio System
and Lineup of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems

All-new Dodge Hornet features best-in-class standard technology, including a best-in-class 12.3-inch digital

cockpit cluster screen and a 10.25-inch central display

Dodge Hornet delivers more than 22.5 inches of in-vehicle display screen space

Uconnect 5 infotainment system offers Dodge driver-centric user experience:

Android-based, easy-to-use Uconnect 5 system is standard on both Hornet models

Profile content and home screens can be personalized

System accommodates dual connected phone profiles

Wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay

Access to vehicle settings, including EV pages for R/T

Amazon Alexa allows users to connect their digital lifestyle to the Dodge Hornet with in-vehicle Alexa virtual

assistant with natural voice capability

Users can ask Alexa to perform functions such as close a garage door while inside the vehicle or use Alexa-

enabled devices in the home to ask Alexa to start the car, lock/unlock doors and more

Best-in-class Harman Kardon® premium sound system pumps out 465 watts of total system output through

14 speakers and subwoofer

Wireless phone charging standard on the Hornet R/T Plus and GT Plus

Dodge Hornet features available Level 2 autonomy, including Intelligent Speed Assist with Traffic Sign

Recognition, Driver Attention Assist, Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control and more

All-new 2023 Dodge Hornet GT is open for orders, with the Hornet GT reaching dealers in early spring and

the Hornet R/T arriving in late spring 2023

For complete information on Dodge and the brand's Never Lift plan, which provides a 24-month road map to

Dodge's performance future, visit Dodge.com and DodgeGarage.com

August 16, 2022,  Auburn Hills, Mich. - In addition to best in-class powertrains and performance features, the all-new

Dodge Hornet maintains its attack on the compact utility vehicle segment’s status quo in terms of technological

capabilities. The Dodge Hornet delivers a jolt to the segment with standard technology that leads the class, including

a standard 12.3-inch digital cockpit cluster, 10.25-inch Uconnect 5 infotainment system central display and available

premium audio system.

The Dodge Hornet also takes advantage of advanced technology to offer a slate of innovative Advanced Driver-

Assistance Systems (ADAS) features that are new for the Dodge brand.

 

A “Distinctly Dodge” User Experience

The Dodge Hornet delivers a technologically advanced user experience while maintaining the Dodge driver-centric

user feel through a best-in-class standard 12.3-inch digital cockpit cluster screen and best-in-class standard 10.25-

inch Uconnect 5 infotainment system central display. Combined, the Hornet offers 22.5 inches of in-vehicle display

screen space.



The 12.3-inch digital cockpit cluster is oriented to the driver and displays three separate information zones, allowing

the driver to select within each area to customize the crisp, clear display graphics. Options include an “Evolved”

theme that crops gauge displays to maximize the center display area. Drivers can choose from center display content

options such as speedometer, performance, navigation, phone and more, including charge/power and efficiency

coach content for the Dodge Hornet R/T performance hybrid model.

 

Drivers can also customize the cluster screen to display performance Sport Mode gauges or select from one of three

hybrid drive mode displays for the Hornet R/T.

Uconnect 5 infotainment system

The Uconnect 5 infotainment system, standard on both the Hornet R/T and Hornet GT models, is Android-based,

easy to use and intuitive, and packed with personalization options that allow the driver to choose the content they

desire.

 

Home screens can be customized — as can music preferences, HVAC controls, seat positions and more — and can

be linked to individual profiles. The Uconnect 5 system can be connected seamlessly to two phones simultaneously,

making connecting and sharing simple. The system also features wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay to allow

easy, cord-free connectivity.

 

The Uconnect 5 system includes content-rich features to keep occupants connected to their digital lifestyles, including

Amazon Alexa in-vehicle interaction. Users can ask Alexa to perform functions such as close a garage door at home

while inside the vehicle or use Alexa-enabled devices at home to start the car, lock/unlock doors and more.

The Uconnect 5 system with Dodge Connect and SIRIUSXM with 360L comes standard across the Hornet lineup and

is packed with features including a safety and security trial package, Tom Tom navigation trial package, 4G LTE Wi-Fi

hotspot trial package and much more.

Technology and Comfort

Additional technology, comfort and safety features for the Dodge Hornet include a best-in-class Harman Kardon®

premium sound system, standard on the Hornet R/T Plus and GT Plus, equipped with 14 speakers powered by 465

watts of total system output. The system includes mid-range speakers, tweeters, woofers, mid-woofers and a sub-

woofer.

Wireless charging is also standard on the Hornet R/T Plus and GT Plus, supplying a 15W charge for compatible

smartphones. The system includes an LED indicator to communicate when the phone is fully charged, or still

charging.

Some of the many standard comfort and convenience features across all Dodge Hornet models include passive entry

via the vehicle key fob, rain-sensing wipers, and a rear seat reminder system that registers rear entry/exit with each

key cycle and uses a chime and message display to remind the driver to check rear seat. Optional comfort features

for Hornet include a heated steering wheel, heated seats and handsfree power liftgate, to name a few.

ADAS

Advanced technology enables a slate of innovative safety features, new for the Dodge brand, that augment the

capabilities of the all-new 2023 Dodge Hornet. Standard Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) and safety

features for the Hornet include:

 

Automatic Emergency Braking, which detects pedestrians or cyclists on the road and delivers a visual

and acoustic warning, and can bring the vehicle to a full stop to mitigate collision

Lane Support System provides a visual and haptic warning when straying from a vehicle lane while

driving and performs automatic counter steering

Blind Spot Detection with Rear Cross Path alerts drivers via a visual warning through a triangular icon on

the side mirrors, chimes with a warning when the turn signal is active, and detects approaching vehicles

or objects when backing up

Hornet also offers three levels of parking assistance with acoustic and visual warnings displayed on the 10.25-inch



main screen. Standard features include four rear parking sensors along with a high definition back-up camera and

guidelines. Additional available parking assistance through the Tech Pack option includes 12 parking sensors and a

360° surround view camara. Tech Pack also offers available parallel and perpendicular semi-autonomous parking

(late availability).

Level 2 autonomous driving, with new ADAS features that take safety and comfort to the next level, are optional with

the Tech Pack, and include:

Intelligent Speed Assist with Traffic Sign Recognition detects the speed limit and provides the driver a

one-click option to adjust speeds

Driver Attention Assist detects fatigue signs and alerts weary drivers with a visual and acoustic warning

on the cluster

Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control (IACC) maintains an appropriate speed and distance with functionality

that supports stop and go traffic

Lateral Control/Lane Support system combines Lane Control and Traffic Jam Assist to keep the vehicle

centered on the lane

The all-new Dodge Hornet will be built at the Giambattista Vico Stellantis plant in Pomigliano d’Arco, Naples, Italy.

The 2023 Dodge Hornet GT is open for orders and will begin arriving in dealer showrooms in early spring 2023, with

the Dodge Hornet R/T scheduled to hit showrooms in late spring 2023.

 

Dodge//SRT

For more than 100 years, the Dodge brand has carried on the spirit of brothers John and Horace Dodge. Their

influence continues today as Dodge shifts into high gear with a lineup that delivers unrivaled performance in each of

the segments in which the brand competes while moving forward to a future that includes electrified muscle in the

form of the next-generation, all-new Dodge Charger.

The next-generation Dodge Charger electrifies a legend, with the Charger retaining its title as the world’s quickest

and most powerful muscle car led by the all-new, all-electric 2024 Dodge Charger Daytona Scat Pack. The all-new

Dodge Charger will also offer performance choices via multi-energy powertrain options including the 550-horsepower

Dodge Charger SIXPACK H.O., powered by the 3.0L Twin Turbo Hurricane High Output engine.

Dodge also keeps its foot on the gas as a pure performance brand with the 710-horsepower Dodge Durango SRT

Hellcat, the most powerful SUV ever, and best-in-class standard performance in the compact utility vehicle segment

with the Dodge Hornet.

Dodge is part of the portfolio of brands offered by leading global automaker and mobility provider Stellantis. For more

information regarding Stellantis (NYSE: STLA), please visit www.stellantis.com.

Follow Dodge//SRT and company news and video on:

Company blog: http://blog.stellantisnorthamerica.com

Media website: http://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com

Dodge brand: www.dodge.com

Direct Connection: www.DCPerformance.com

DodgeGarage: www.dodgegarage.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/dodge

Instagram: www.instagram.com/dodgeofficial

Twitter: www.twitter.com/dodge and @StellantisNA

YouTube: www.youtube.com/dodge,https://www.youtube.com/StellantisNA
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Additional information and news from Stellantis are available at: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com
 


